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Energy efficiency of cloud data centers received significant attention recently as data cen-
ters often consume significant resources in operation. Most of the existing energy-saving
algorithms focus on resource consolidation for energy efficiency. This paper proposes a
simulation-driven methodology with the accurate energy model to verify its performance,
and introduces a new resource scheduling algorithm Best-Fit-Decreasing-Power (BFDP) to
improve the energy efficiency without degrading the QoS of the system. Both the model
and the resource algorithm have been extensively simulated and validated, and results
showed that they are effective. In fact, the proposed model and algorithm outperforms
the existing resource scheduling algorithms especially under light workloads.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The scale and computing capability of recent data centers in the IT industry lead to important issues in energy management
as each data center consumes significant resources for its operations. For example, Google’s cloud computing center in Oregon
operating at full load will consume the energy sufficient to sustain a medium-sized city [1]. According to a Gartner report [2],
the energy consumption of data centers in the United States accounted for 2% of the total US power consumption. The increasing
energy consumption of data centers has become a concern for the IT industry. According to the Congress report on energy effi-
ciency on American data center [3], the 3-year cost of powering and cooling servers is estimated to be 1.5 times the cost of pur-
chasing server hardware, and energy cost is expected to be even higher in the future. In addition to the expensive cost for
operation and maintenance of data centers, such huge power consumption also creates environmental issues.

Because most data centers are powered by conventional energy supplies instead of green and renewable energy re-
sources, their carbon footprints have gone far beyond the reasonable limit. McKinsey research data [4] demonstrate that car-
bon dioxide emissions from data centers around the world is two times of emissions in the past, and this level is equivalent
to that of the entire aviation industry.

Therefore, both infrastructure designers and operators have significant financial incentive and regulation pressures to
find strategies for reducing the cost of system operations and maintenance and to cut down the carbon footprints of data
centers. Such efforts often take two complementary approaches:

1. Renewable energy resources.
2. Energy consumption reduction by resource virtualization and consolidation.

For example, large IT companies such as Google [5], Microsoft [6] and Apple [7] used solar-powered or biogas-powered
systems for their data centers. In addition, many large data centers provide virtual machines (VMs) for customers to run their
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services without setting up in-house data centers. Such a virtualized environment allows users to shut down unnecessary
physical machines to save energy. While cloud computing addresses energy consumption in the IT industry, it still needs
efficient resource consolidation and management to minimize its energy and environmental footprint. By the way, cloud
data centers often have hundreds of thousands of servers and need megawatts of power supply.

Recently, a variety of power-saving methods in cloud infrastructure have been proposed, most of them focus on energy-
aware resource management for VM allocation and scheduling. The idea is to minimize the number of active physical ma-
chines allocated for VMs and switch off or slow down those idle machines without affecting other VM workloads. To this end,
the resource management algorithm needs to estimate the total amount of computing capacity for the required VMs and
allocate resources based on the estimation. The estimated aggregate capacity ensures that the Service-Level-Agreements
(SLAs) for individual VMs are preserved.

But the dynamic nature of VM workloads makes the situation complex. A cloud infrastructure is designed to serve its
users in an on-demand way. A VM with initial low CPU and memory usage may demand significant computation resources
due to the increasing number of users. Another VM may decrease its resource demand when its users finish their tasks. To
cope with fluctuation of the VM workloads, a resource scheduling algorithm needs to adopt dynamic migration to move VMs
among physical machines to optimize the performance of related VMs. A VM can be shifted from its host server with low
load to a medium-load server with enough capacity to host. Subsequently, the old host server can be shut down when all
the VMs hosted by it are removed, thus conserving the energy required to run this server. When using live migration, the
user may be unaware of these changes [8].

The energy-aware resource management algorithm needs to consider both energy consumption and the service QoS
requirements. In a cloud environment, each VM has a SLA to specify its performance parameters of CPU, memory, disk,
and networks. When the resource management algorithm performs computation and possibly also data migration, these en-
ergy-aware optimization mechanisms may actually affect the performance of VM at least temporarily. Due to the variability
of the workload and aggressive consolidation, some VMs may not obtain required resources at the peak load, so failing to
meet the desired QoS requirements. Therefore, the primary objective of the energy-aware resource scheduling algorithm
is to achieve the optimization of physical resource usage without violating the negotiated SLA.

The other challenge comes from the heterogeneous workloads in a cloud environment. Users can run a variety of appli-
cations such as social networking, scientific computing, and business services, that often demonstrate different characteris-
tics of CPU usage, memory, and IO access. All these heterogeneous workloads with different QoS requirements in their SLAs
make it more complicated to design an optimal resource scheduling algorithm. Current methods to energy efficient consol-
idation of VMs in cloud data centers usually focus on single type of workload without in-depth investigation into this
problem.

In general, it is difficult to find the optimal solution to such an optimization problem with multiple optimization objec-
tives and constraints. one can model this VM allocation and migration as an instance of the multi-dimensional bin-packing
problem. Because of the NP-hard nature of the problem, heuristic approaches have been used to provide good results such as
‘‘First-Fit-Decreasing-Resource’’ and ‘‘Best-Fit-Decreasing-Resource’’ approach. To evaluate different heuristic algorithms,
one needs to test these algorithms in different scenarios via either experiments or simulations. But a real experiment needs
many measurement probes to set up for accurately profiling the energy consumption of a cluster. And it takes significant
effort to modify the resource scheduling policies in a production data center for testing the performance and penalty of re-
source scheduling algorithms. Even if a scientists has access to the experimental data centers as energy efficiency test plat-
forms, it is be hard to the same experiments repeatedly using various energy-saving algorithms with the exact same
workload and verify the results due to the high variation in the workload, resource usage, and user behavior in large-scale
data centers. Thus, simulation becomes a viable approach.

Although simulation-driven environment can facilitate large-scale power consumption research in a more cost-efficient
way, it also has limitations, especially related to the simulation accuracy and authenticity. To address the accuracy, this pa-
per introduces realistic workload and energy model in simulation experiments. The energy model is built from samples col-
lected from physical servers in data centers running comprehensive benchmarks. Once the simulation-generated data
closely match with real data, the simulation model can be used to evaluate various energy-saving algorithms accurately.

This paper describes a simulation framework for energy saving in cloud data centers and introduces a novel resource
scheduling algorithm to minimize energy consumption. Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. An accurate energy model to predict energy consumption of single machines: Accurate energy model is the founda-
tion of this study. In most of the existing cloud computing energy studies, linear models are used to describe the relation-
ship between energy consumption and resource utilizations. However, with the changes in computer architecture, the
relationship between energy and resource utilizations may not be linear. In fact, this project explores a variety of regres-
sion analysis methods to estimate the energy consumption accurately with low computational overhead. Initially, multi-
ple linear regression models are used, but they often do not produce good enough results. Thus, this project chose three
non-linear models for experimentation and polynomial regression with Lasso produces the best estimation.

2. A simulation-driven framework to evaluate energy-aware resource schedule algorithms: With an accurate energy
model, this project extended CloudSim [9], an event-based simulation framework that allows modeling and experimen-
tation of cloud infrastructure and applications. We rewrote all the modules associated with energy consumption, espe-
cially all the linear energy model are replaced by the new non-linear model. As this new model captures the usage of
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both CPU and the system memory, it is necessary to modify event monitors in the CloudSim models about physical serv-
ers, VMs, and jobs to implement this new model. Furthermore, based on this extended framework, we implemented sev-
eral energy-aware resource scheduling algorithms to evaluate their performance under different workloads and system
scales.

3. An efficient resource scheduling algorithm to achieve energy efficiency in cloud infrastructure while ensuring the
SLA of cloud services: In a cloud environment, a VM is scheduled as the resource unit. As the QoS requirement for each
VM is independent, the VM scheduling problem can be modeled as a Bin Packing Problem [21]. The most common opti-
mization strategies for this problem include First-Fit-Decreasing-Resource (FFDR) and Best-Fit-Decreasing-Resource
Algorithms (BFDR). The FFDR is a greedy algorithm attempting to place a VM in the first available physical machine, while
the BFDR looks for the physical machine with the highest workload but enough capacity for the new VM. Neither algo-
rithm takes the energy consumption as its optimization goal. Therefore, this paper proposes a new energy-aware algo-
rithm named as Best-Fit-Decreasing-Power (BFDP) and it locates the host machine expected to use the minimum
energy. Simulation results show that this algorithm outperforms other algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work in energy efficiency in cloud computing; Sec-
tion 3 presents the new energy model and the updated simulation framework; Section 4 describes the energy-aware re-
source scheduling algorithm; Section 5 provides the simulation experiments and the analysis of results; Section 6
concludes this paper.
2. Related work

Many projects have been done in energy efficiency of cloud computing according to the cloud deployment architecture
such as XaaS where X can be infrastructure, platform, or software.

2.1. Efforts related to energy modeling and saving at the hardware level

As hardware moves into multi-core and overclocking technologies, energy consumption by processors becomes a critical
issue. CPU manufacturers add new features related to energy, such as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), shut-
down cores, and real-time events/energy monitoring are widely used in new computer components. Feller et al. [10] summa-
rized the energy consumption of the hardware components and described the adjustment methods. At the same time, extensive
research projects have been carried out on the energy model of processors. Fan et al. [11] introduced a full-system energy model
singly based on the CPU utilizations. Hsu and Poole [12] studied the new server architecture and suggested users to obtain more
accurate energy information and more effective power-management schemes from embedded new energy features provided
by hardware or software vendors, instead of using CPU-based linear energy models. Contreras and Martonosi [13] and Singh
et al. [14] demonstrated a linear energy estimation model that can predict the full-system energy consumption of a server with
Intel XScale Processors. However, both methods needed to determine specific events before sampling, and this means this
method was available for specific architecture only. Isci and Martonosi [15] demonstrated a processor power modeling ap-
proach that combines real total power measurement with performance-counter based power estimation.

Energy models for a full system using CPU, memory, disk, or network utilizations have been proposed. For example, Econo-
mou et al. [16] introduced a non-intrusive method for modeling full-system power consumption on two heterogeneous servers
with quite different power characterization. Lewis et al. [17] introduced system ambient temperature as a new factor to build
energy models in addition to mass hardware components. Rivorie et al. [18] defined a common infrastructure to fit a family of
high-level full-system power models, and compared them over a wide variation of workloads and machines. Their analysis
indicates that a model based on OS utilization metrics and CPU performance counters is most accurate.

Compared to all the above energy models based on linear regression, this paper uses a set of regression methods including
linear regression, step-wise regression, Lasso regression, and Support Vector Regression to estimate the energy consumption
based on a variety of CPU usages. Our experiment results showed the linear regression models based on CPU and memory
usage often produce results not good enough (shown in Fig. 3). Thus, the proposed polynomial with Lasso regression model
produce better results with about 10% of margin of errors. Sections 3.1–3.3 will present the model.

2.2. Efforts related to energy modeling and energy-aware resource scheduling

Energy-aware resource management in a data center focuses on allocation of VMs across physical nodes, and many en-
ergy-aware resources scheduling methods have been proposed. Greedy and Round Robin algorithm are often used as cloud
resource optimization strategies, either related to resource or energy efficiency, coupling with other features. von Laszewski
et al. [19] proposed a DVFS-based resource scheduling algorithm that can adjust the CPU frequency and voltage in a com-
puting node based on its current workload. Unlike standalone regulator for a single node, a central server is needed in a cloud
environment to obtain the total magnitude of energy consumption and resources utilizations of all the nodes. Shantz and
Lutyya [20] added power on/off function in the Round Robin algorithm that turns off unused nodes according to the alloca-
tion of jobs.
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Another approach regards the resource scheduling problem as N-dimensional Bin Packing Problem [21] and utilizes heu-
ristic Bin Packing algorithms, such as First-Fit-Decreasing-Resource and BFDR. Srikantaiah et al. [22] studied VM consolida-
tion strategies based on the relationship among resource utilization, performance of workloads and energy consumption. It
was shown that there exists an optimal status where each parameter reaches equilibrium, and the value of each parameter
can be determined by Bin Packing algorithms. Kusic et al. [23] used a limited look-ahead control to minimize the energy con-
sumption of virtualized datacenters. It also took the SLA violations into account. Verma et al. [24,25] discussed the secondary
distribution mechanism of VMs, in which a cloud controller provides relevant scale of resources for different kind of jobs.
Besides, the cloud controller can arrange migration and consolidation of virtual machines requiring fewer resources, and turn
off unused nodes. Buyya et al. [26,27] elaborated a series of VM placement and migration methods aiming at reducing energy
consumption. They setup punishment mechanisms for tasks that are not timely completed. In VM migrations, they used var-
ious statistical models to calculate the migration thresholds.

Binder and Suri [28] proposed a scheduling algorithm to minimize the number of required active servers. As the number
of active servers is proportional to energy consumption, integrating this approach into the resource scheduling algorithm
saves energy. Hua et al. [29] introduced a resource scheduling algorithm in a cloud environment based on Ant Colony Opti-
mization (ACO), and verified the feasibility of the algorithm in the GridSim. The algorithm has a complex decision evaluation
process as a hop needs to know the resource allocation of the next hop, thus it is difficult to reach the correct resource allo-
cation within a short time with a large number of nodes.

In the platform layer, energy efficiency research is also a priority. In the Hadoop platform, Kaushik and Bhandarkar [30]
divided the HDFS into two areas – hot zone and cold zone. Cloud controller automatically allocates the data into these zones
in accordance to data access frequency, thereby improving the efficiency of data processing and reducing energy consump-
tion. Chen et al. [31] compressed the intermediate data between mapper and reducer process of jobs to reduce communi-
cation traffic for energy saving.

2.3. Energy simulation tools and frameworks

Cloud simulation enables engineers to test and verify a variety of strategies without deploying them on the infrastructure.
Thus it is a cost-effective approach to studying energy-aware resource scheduling algorithms.

Kliazovich et al. [32] presented the Green Cloud, a cloud computing simulator aiming at modeling energy consumption
and energy strategies in cloud computing environments. This simulator allows various energy saving strategies to be sim-
ulated in cloud resources models. As it is an extension of the NS2 network simulator [33], it primarily focuses on commu-
nication in a cloud, and all of the communication processes are simulated on the packet level. However, energy is mainly
consumed by the computing and storage components in a cloud environment, and the energy consumed by communication
is stable and hard to adjust [16,34].

CloudSim [9] is a modeling and simulation framework, and it is designed to support seamless modeling, simulation, and
experimentation of cloud data centers and application services. It enables engineers to focus on specific system design issues
to investigate without getting concerned about low-level details. The modeling and simulation components include virtual-
ized server hosts, energy models, datacenter network topologies, message-passing applications, user-defined policies, and
strategies for VM allocation. For energy simulation, CloudSim provides energy estimation for each node based on their high-
est system utilization. But CloudSim sampled only 10 data points to establish a piecewise linear energy model.

Table 1 summarizes the difference between our BFDP algorithm and other energy-aware resource scheduling algorithms
based on four aspects: experiment platform, energy model, optimization strategy, and scheduling mechanisms. Nearly every
project on the energy-aware scheduling adopted simulation as their experimental platform. Some researchers such as DVFS-
based scheduling [19] and pMapper [24] first run preliminary experiments on small-scale clusters and then extend the scale
of experiments. The major difference between our work and other efforts lies in the aspects of energy model and optimiza-
tion objectives.

First, DVFS-based scheduling uses the classical voltage-based energy model, which can obtain accurate energy reading
with the CPU sensors. But it is hard to generate the same accurate energy value in a trace-driven simulation environment.
Table 1
Related work.

Approach Experimental
platform

Energy model Optimization strategy Scheduling mechanisms

DVFS based
scheduling [19]

Simulation and
OpenNebula

Voltage-based
energy model

Reducing system energy
consumption by DVFS

DVFS enabled resource scheduling
algorithm. No VM migration

Consolidation [22] Four-node cluster N/A Maximize the sum of the optimal
status of all servers

Heuristic bin-packing optimization

pMapper [24] VMware-based
simulation

Curve-fitting
model

Revised first-fit-decreasing-
resource

Consolidation, power-aware VM
placement

GreenHDFS
[30,31]

Hadoop trace-driven
simulator

3-State energy
model

Turn off server with the least access
data

No VM migration update data layout in
Hot/Cold zone

BFDP Simulation Non-linear energy
model

Minimize power consumption with
BFDP algorithm

Consolidation, migration, utilization based
thresholds
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Other projects adopt either static model or simple multiple-state power mode. Thus, this project uses a utilization-based
non-linear model with the polynomial regression that provides the better power consumption estimation than other energy
models in the related work.

Second, other projects use greedy optimization or First-Fit strategy to achieve VM consolidation to save energy. Our ap-
proach is based on BFDP optimization strategy that outperforms First-Fit and other optimization strategy.

Third, compared with other relevant projects, we have implemented comprehensive scheduling mechanisms including
VM consolidation, migration with utilization-based thresholds.

3. Methodology

Simulation of energy consumption in clouds involves multiple steps including: building an accurate energy model for the
target cloud system, designing and implementing candidate energy-aware algorithms, and evaluating simulations for run-
ning these algorithms under different scenarios. Fig. 1 displays the methodology in our project. Basically, this process has
two phases: (1) establishing an energy model and (2) energy-saving algorithm evaluation.

The process of building energy model consists of two steps:

(1) Collect samples about the CPU and memory utilization, and their corresponding energy consumption by measuring
the target machine with smart power meters [35]. We collected data from over 2000 samples including resource uti-
lizations and their corresponding energy consumption data from a variety of data centers.

(2) Performs regression methods to validate an energy model to be used later after large sample of data samples are
collected.

The evaluation of energy-aware resources scheduling algorithms has three steps:

(1) Provide users with application-oriented services based on the classification of their jobs. It can be considered as the
basis for providing customized services.

(2) Design and implement energy-aware resources scheduling algorithms that allocate computing resources and regulate
energy efficiency measures according to the different characteristics of user jobs.

(3) Set up a cloud simulation environment with configuration parameters and application scenarios to validate and com-
pare these algorithms.
Fig. 1. Methodology for studying energy-aware resource scheduling in clouds.
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3.1. Energy model

3.1.1. Sampling
Sampling allows one to get the collection of resource utilizations and system events relevant to energy consumption. In

general, energy-related measurements can take advantage of multiple system monitoring sources, including performance
counters, system usage commands, and runtime logs. Even though counter-based sampling and energy modeling can pro-
duce accurate results, it is involved to simulate a large-scale cloud system at the instruction level to generate processor-
event traces for emulating those counter events. So this project selects usage-based sampling to develop energy models.

During the sampling phase, one primary goal is to identify the major factors in system usage for the energy consumption.
According to [36,37] as well as confirmed by the data obtained by this project, energy consumption is mostly determined by
the dynamic of CPU and memory utilization in a Linux server, and other system activities on disk and network interface as
well as other devices are minor factors. Thus, this project focuses on collecting CPU and memory utilizations data, and study-
ing their relationship with energy consumption.

The server node under test runs CentOS 6.2 as its operating system. Its CPU utilization is easily calculated through /proc/stat
file, and its memory utilization is extracted through /proc/meminfo file. An example /proc/stat file is displayed as follows:
The first four values in each line show the time of CPU utilization in user, nice, system and idle modes. CPU utilization can
be calculated by using these four values in the Eq. (1) and (2).
tstat ¼ tstat now � tstat last ð1Þ

pcpu ¼
tuser mode � tsystem mode

tuser mode þ tsystem mode þ tidle
ð2Þ
And for all the processes running in the server, one can also obtain the same information of consumed CPU time by
extracting time durations from /Proc/[pid]/stat, where pid is the process ID.

The sampling of memory can be accomplished by checking /proc/meminfo file. We executed 26 benchmarks in SPEC 2006
on the server and recorded the trace of the system usage including CPU and memory.

Fig. 2 reveals the relationship of CPU utilizations, memory utilizations, and energy consumption with two thousand sam-
pling points. Clearly, it is not a linear function between (CPU, memory) and system energy consumption. This motivates this
project to explore regression analysis to fit the power curve to develop an energy model.

3.1.2. Building energy models
While liner regression models are simple, intuitive, and easy to use, but they are suitable when the model parameters are

indeed independent of each other in physical systems. However, when the parameters are interdependent, linear models
may not produce accurate results. As the 2000 sample data showed that these parameters are interdependent, this project
uses the following non-linear energy model:
yi ¼ b0 þ
Xm

j¼1

bj/jðxiÞ þ ei ð3Þ
where /(xi) is the kernel function of expression yi, xi is the CPU and memory utility: Pcpu and Pmemory, bi are the parameters of
the kernel function to be determined through the model training process. ei is a constant. Many statistical methods are avail-
able to determine the kernel functions, this project selects the following three widely used methods.

(1) Polynomial with Lasso:
The basic functions can be represented by the exponential form of the dependent variable and expressed as:
/ð:Þ ¼ fxa
i : 1 6 a 6 dg; d ¼ 3 ð4Þ
To prevent too many parameters introduced in the formula (4), Lasso regression can be used:
min
ðb0 ;bÞ2�pþ1

1
2N

XN

i¼1

ðyi � b0 � xT
i bÞ

2 þ kkbk
" #

ð5Þ
In the formula (5), k is used to control the severity of the punishment for parameter selection and reduction. The value of k is
calculated through cross validation.



Fig. 2. Relationship between system utilization and full-system power.
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(2) Polynomial + exponential with Lasso:
In addition to the polynomial with Lasso, /(�) introduces the exponential function exi with the Lasso regression to select

parameters.

(3) Support Vector Regression (SVR):

One can fit the curve with the SVM-based regression that uses a hypothesis space of linear functions in a high dimen-
sional feature space. Through the kernel function, the training set is mapped to a higher dimensional space. In this case,
the estimation function f(x) is in the following form:
f ðxÞ ¼ w � /ðxÞ þ b ð6Þ
Optimization problem can be described as:
min
w;b;n

1
2
kwk2 þ C

Xl

i¼1

ðni þ n�i Þ

s:t: yi �w � /ðxiÞ � b 6 eþ ni;w � xi þ b� yi 6 eþ n�i ;

ni P 0; n�i P 0; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; l

ð7Þ
Cross-examinations enable one to decide the appropriate kernel functions and relevant parameters. With the regression
models mentioned above, the 2000 sampling points can be analyzed as shown in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, the error range of the Lasso linear model is considerably wider than the other three methods, indicat-
ing that a linear model is not suitable. The mean error of the SVR is only half of the linear model, but its computational time is
longer, so it is difficult to apply it in real-time prediction and scheduling. Comparing ‘polynomial with Lasso’ and ‘polyno-
mial + exponential with Lasso’, the error hardly varies by adding the exponential expression and most of the results fall into
the 10% error range. Although the SVR-based regression demonstrates better accuracy in the modeling of system power, the
error brought by ‘polynomial with Lasso’ is acceptable and more importantly, its solution can be converged rapidly, thus
more suitable in the on-the-fly adjusting and scheduling.
3.1.3. Predicting energy online
With the energy model, one can predict the energy consumption of cloud nodes in real time. In this project, the energy

model is applied in two cases:

1. VM assignment to a server: Before a pending VM is assigned to a node, the energy consumption by the pending VM is
estimated in each node where the VM may be placed to determine the node for assignment.

2. VM migration to another server: In a stable state, the system may migrate existing VMs to different servers with a low
workload to save energy.

In both cases, the energy prediction plays an important role to determine the optimal nodes with the lowest energy con-
sumption. All these require real-time and accurate energy model.



Fig. 3. Comparison of actual and predicted power by different regression models.
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3.2. Workload model and classification

To achieve energy efficiency in a cloud while ensuring the SLA of cloud services, cloud administrators and service provid-
ers need to understand the characteristics of user jobs, and determine the strategy of differentiated resources allocation
accordingly. To create good simulation models for user workloads, these workloads need to be classified from the perspec-
tive of resource utilization and energy consumption.

The workload model consists of two aspects: one is the VM allocation and the other if the user jobs running on the VM.
The proposed simulation framework has three types of VM resources: small, medium and large, representing the user de-
mands for resources, and four types of user jobs: CPU-intensive, memory-intensive, network-intensive and I/O-intensive,
as well as three level of workloads: light (0–30%), medium (30–70%) and heavy (70–100%).

Table 2 first classifies a VM into three scales: small, medium, and large; then it classifies a VM into CPU-intensive, memory-
intensive, network-intensive, or IO-intensive types. For example, as CPU consumes most of energy, comparing with other ele-
ments such as memory, networks, and IO, if a VM uses CPU and memory intensively, it will be classified as CPU-intensive. If the
CPU utilization is light but memory utilization is heavy, it will be classified as a memory-intensive job. Considering all combi-
nations, one gets a total of twelve job or VM request classifications. However, these are job classification, not energy classifi-
cation, thus these 12 classifications are re-classified into six energy consumption categories as shown in Table 3.
3.3. Simulation framework

The proposed simulation framework is divided into five layers of components as shown in Fig. 4.
On the top is the User layer, one can specify the VM types, host machines, and applications. The specification of simula-

tion components for VMs and hosts defines simulation configurations such as the processing speed in the unit of Million
Instructions Per Second (MIPS), memory, disk and IO bandwidth. The specification of applications defines its workload in
multiple categories in terms of the CPU usage and memory and disk access.

At the layer of Cloud services, there are the components for monitoring both the QoS performance and energy consump-
tion of the entire cloud environment. Also, this layer provides VM provision services to the user layer.
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The resource scheduling layer incorporates the simulation components to manage VMs, resource scheduling and energy
model.

The cloud Management layer is responsible for the controller of nodes and VMs and simulation of the network topology.
The bottom layer of cloud hardware describes the simulation characteristics of infrastructure components including CPU,
memory, network, and storage.

In this simulation framework, the models of workload and energy consumption are the most critical components that
determine the accuracy of energy simulation. Although it is computationally challenging to perform a fine-granular simula-
tion of a large data centers with hundreds of thousands of servers and many network and storage devices, one can identify
the major factors in the energy consumption and create an approximate simulation to make it possible to run on a small
computation environment.

The workload profile is represented by the job specification and run-time behavior description, including the initial job re-
source requirement, on-demand resource requests, job start time, and duration time. This project collected workload traces
from several data centers in universities and research institutes. The resource utilization rate uses the following formula:
Table 2
User ta

Class

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
Utilizitioncpu ¼
Pn

i¼1Mipsworkload

MipsNode
ð8Þ
where Mipsworkload means the CPU requirement in a VM SLA specification, and MipsNode denotes the peak performance of the
processor in a hosting machine. With the calculated CPU utilization and measured memory usage, one can use estimate the
energy consumption of each server node in a data center following the energy model (Eq. (6)). With node resource utilization
and energy model, energy consumption of each node can be estimated. The total energy consumption of the entire cloud data
center is the sum of the energy of all computing nodes plus the constant energy consumption of other devices such as net-
work switch and storage.

This project implements the new simulation framework using CloudSim as the starting point. While the event-based sim-
ulation engine and basic modules in CloudSim including network topology, communication and other low level modules are
kept, but all the related energy consumption modules are new with the following changes:

1. Adding memory utilization into the simulation model. The CloudSim model considers CPU usage only with respect to
energy consumption.

2. Adding more features and parameters to allow flexible and accurate modeling. Specifically, this project adds monitoring
events in the simulation components of physical nodes, VMs and service jobs. Furthermore, we added power-aware mon-
itoring system with system probes and smart power meters to collect 2000 samples consisting of the values of system
energy consumption, CPU and memory utilizations.

3. Adding energy-aware resource scheduling algorithms: Algorithms such as FFDR, BFDR and our BFDP are added to the sim-
ulation framework to evaluate different energy consumption options.

4. Energy-aware resource scheduling algorithms

This section describes several resources scheduling algorithms.

4.1. System model and operational behavior

4.1.1. Operation definitions
A cloud computing cluster usually contains many nodes, each node has different operations. An Operation Set opi is de-

fined as follows:
sk type and scale of resources.

Scale Job Type CPU (utilization) Memory (utilization) Network (utilization) I/O (utilization)

Small CPU-intensive Heavy All All All
Memory-intensive Light Heavy All All
Network-intensive Light Light Heavy All
I/O-intensive Light Light Light Heavy

Medium CPU-intensive Heavy All All All
Memory-intensive Light Heavy All All
Network-intensive Light Light Heavy All
I/O-intensive Light Light Light Heavy

Large CPU-intensive Heavy All All All
Memory-intensive Light Heavy All All
Network-intensive Light Light Heavy All
I/O-intensive Light Light Light Heavy



Table 3
Merged user task type and scale of resources.

Class Scale CPU (utilization) Memory (utilization) Corresponding class Appropriate strategies in resource scheduling algorithms

1 Small Small Small + medium 3, 4 Consolidations/migrations shutdown nodes
2 Small Medium + large All 1, 2 DVFS

3 Medium Small Small + medium 3, 4 Consolidations/migrations shutdown nodes
4 Medium Medium + large All 1, 2 No consolidations/no migrations shutdown nodes

5 Large Small All 2, 3, 4 Consolidations/migrations shutdown nodes
6 Large Medium + large All 1 No energy regulation

Ueser layer

Vm Type Host Type Application Type

Cloud services layer

Vm Provisioning System monitor Energy monitor

Resource scheduling layer

Scheduling 
algorithm Energy models Vm management

Cloud management layer

Node controller Vm controller

Cloud hardware Resource

CPU Memory Network Storage

Network Topology

Fig. 4. The energy simulation framework for cloud infrastructure.
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opi ¼ fp;mg
where opi is the ith operation; p is the VM placement operation; m is the VM migration operation.
Further, M is defined as the total number of VMs in a node, one can define a set of operations for a node:
OP ¼
[

16i6M

fopig
4.1.2. Cloud cluster node definition
Cloud computing infrastructure consists of many components, including the cluster nodes used to run programs for plat-

form or software. Formally,
Nodej ¼ fop; e;u;vmg
where Nodej is the jth node of a cloud cluster; op is the operation of Nodej; e is the energy consumption of Nodej; u is the node
utilizations of Nodej; vm is the ith VM of Nodej; 1 < i < M, i is the number of VMs in Nodej; 1 < j < N, j is the number of node in a
cloud cluster;

Therefore, a cloud cluster C is defined by a set of computing nodes:
C ¼
[

16j6N

fNodejg
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4.1.3. Virtual machine definition
The VM is the basic unit of allocation of resources in the cloud. The service provider encapsulates various components of

the cloud infrastructure into VMs, and provides infrastructure services to the users or upper layer (platform/software) pro-
grams. Formally, a VM can be defined
vmi ¼ fop; r;Dt;hostg

where op is the operations of vmi; r is the request resource scale of vmi; Dt is the execution time of vmi; host is the hosted
node of vmi;

Further, one can define the set of VMs by:
VM ¼
[

16i6M

fvmig
To sum up, by using above definitions, one can find a function that represents the process of mapping the VMs to the host,
that is:
F : ðvmiÞ ! ðhostj:p; hostj:mÞ; vmi 2 VM; hostj 2 C ð9Þ
Now the resource scheduling issue is transformed into finding the optimal solution of function F that achieve the minimal
energy consumption of cloud, that is
Emin ¼min
XN

j¼1

Ej ð10Þ
4.2. Resource scheduling algorithms

As noted earlier, the optimization problem in Eq. (10) is a multi-dimensional Bin Packing problem. Given the NP-hard
nature of this problem, one needs to rely on heuristics to find solutions. This section discusses four resource scheduling algo-
rithms, among which DVFS, FFDR and BFDR were proposed earlier [38,39], but BFDP is original.

DVFS selects the first available physical machine with the free capacity to meet the resources scales requested by the
incoming VM request, and subsequently adjusts the frequency of the CPU according to the utilizations of the node. In the
formula (11), it is defined as:
9hostið8hostjðhosti;j is suit for vm ^ ði 6 jÞÞ ^ DVFS Adj Freqðhosti; CPU UtilizationÞÞ ð11Þ
FFDR selects the first available physical machine with the free capacity to meet the resources scales requested by the
incoming VM placement. Using the formula (12), it is defined as:
9hostið8hostjðhosti;j is suit for vm ^ ði 6 jÞÞÞ ð12Þ
BFDR locates a group of available hosts with the free capacity to meet the resources scales requested by the incoming VM
placement. Then, it chooses the host with the lowest free capacity. Using the formula (13), it is defined as:
9hostið8hostjðhosti;j is suit for vm ^ ðhosti:availableresource 6 hostj:availableresourceÞÞÞ ð13Þ
Note neither FFDR nor BFDR directly considers the energy as the optimization goal. Both assume that the energy con-
sumption is linearly proportional to the utilization of the system resource. However, this assumption may not be always va-
lid as shown in Fig. 2.

On physical nodes with multi-core and multi-processors, when the resource utilization, especially CPU utilization reaches
a certain threshold, further increase in resource utilization may not increase energy consumption proportionally. At that
point, the utilization-energy curve reaches a saturation zone where BFDR does not lower the energy level any more. Further-
more, placing VMs in an already crowded server may increase the chance of overloading the server for the sake of energy
consumption, and the server may not be able to provide the service quality as stated in the SLA.

Based on these observations, BFDP aims at energy consumption optimizations while maintaining the SLA of jobs. This
algorithm locates the best host among those nodes with sufficient free resources to meet the resources scales requested
by the new VM. And placing the new VM to this host may result in minimal increase in the energy consumption of the whole
system. SLA is initially satisfied by allocating sufficient resources to meet its specification. Then, BFDP provisions the re-
sources with more flexible Utilization Thresholds to cope with the dynamics of resource usage. In the running process of
a VM, if the VM resource utilization is increased, the host is still able to provide enough resource for the VM. Therefore,
the host selected by BFDP has the best chance to meet the SLA of the VM. Formally, the idea can be defined as:
9hostið8hostjðhosti;j is suit for vm ^ ðPower Estimateðhosti; vmÞ 6 Power Estimateðhostj;vmÞÞÞÞ ð14Þ

Fig. 5 illustrates a scenario where the above VM allocation algorithm will behave quite differently. Consider an n-node

cloud data center where all the nodes have some workloads of VMs. The CPU utilizations of Node1, Node2, Node3 and Node4

are 30%, 70%, 50% and 30% separately. Now, a new VM8 requests its resources asking 25% of native CPU, 30% of native mem-
ory size, 20% of native network bandwidth, and 30% of native storage space.



Fig. 5. An example showing the behavior of different schemes of VM placement.
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1. DVFS will allocate VM8 in Node1, and then adjust frequency of CPUs in Node1, because it is the first node satisfying the
resource scale of VM8.

2. FFDR will allocate VM8 in Node1, because it is the first node satisfying the resource scale of VM8.
3. BFDR will placeVM8 in Node2 because it has the minimal available resource (70% CPU usage).
4. BFDP will put VM8 in Node3 because it has the smallest increment of energy consumption after accepting the workload of

VM8.
5. BFDP will divide the resource scheduling into two separate processes – the VMs placement and migration. VM placement

follows the heuristic method defined in Formula 13 to achieve the optimal energy consumption. The VM migration pro-
cess is a repetitive task that is kicked off every T timespan to perform the energy optimization by updating the current VM
placement.

To implement the BFDP algorithm, this project makes the following two assumptions:

4.2.1. VM migration contributes only a small fraction of overall energy consumption
VM migration often involves three steps: compression of the VM image, transfer the compressed image from the source

host to the target host, and re-launch the uncompressed image in the new host. Steps 1 and 2 can be optimized when all VM
images are stored centrally in shared network storage. In this way, one needs only to transfer VM data in the memory of the
node, and this can decrease the migration overhead. Modern cloud technology support high efficient VM migration. For
example, VMware vmotion solution can finish VM migration within a few seconds. Therefore, VM migration will increases
the CPU and memory usage by 1–3%, and thus a minor impact on the overall energy consumption.

4.2.2. The total resources used by a VM cannot exceed its initial requests by cloud users
Assumption 2 is a practical restriction on the on-demand behavior of VM. Due to various VM resizing technology sup-

ported by existing cloud computing systems, the resources used by a VM user can dynamically expand to exceed what
the VM initially requested in a short time, but usually with extra charge on user payment. As this paper considers the re-
source scheduling as the Bin Packing problem, one needs to assume that the total resources used by a VM cannot exceed
the initial requests.
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The first step of the algorithm is related to initialization (from lines 8 to 10), and it uses a loop to set VMList to Null, and
then assign the upper and lower utilization thresholds for each node. VMList is a queue to keep the incoming VM requests.
The second step (from line 13 to 17) is to place and migrate VMs. As both VM placement and migration will update the inter-
nal status of the system, they need to be executed separately to avoid possible access conflict. In other words, when VMList
has VMs to be allocated, the system will execute VM placement only (no migration). Similarly, when VMList remains empty
for T time periods, the system will execute the migration process (no placement). VM placement and migration were de-
scribed by Algorithms 2 and 3.
Algorithm 2 not only allocates VMs to physical nodes, but also reduces the energy consumption of the cloud. First, it sorts
the VMList by the descending order of VM requirements. Then, for each VM request, the algorithm tries to place this VM to a
physical node. From line 10 to 12, the algorithm scans all the physical nodes and creates a candidate node list with available
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capacity to host the VM. The flag variable W(Node)of each candidate node is set to 1. From line 13 to 17, the algorithm fits the
VM into each node in the candidate list to identify nodes that have the minimal after-placement power consumption by
using Energy_ESTIMATE estimation function. After the algorithm finds the optimal node, it places VMi in this node and up-
dates the status of the node.

If the candidate node list turns out to be null, the algorithm consolidates the current placement and creates resources for
the VMi. From line 18 to line 27, the algorithm looks for the node (nodek) with the lowest resource utilization, and then
chooses the VM (vmt) with the lowest utilization on that node. Then, the algorithm moves vmt from nodek to nodem that
has the highest resource utilization at the moment and can host vmt. Now, if nodek can host vmi, it deploys VMi in the node
and changes the node status. Otherwise, the algorithm puts the VMi back to the VMList and waits for the next around of re-
placement to process its requests.

Algorithm 3 describes the migration process of VMs using the quadratic optimization of energy consumption. Because,
the VM optimal placement in the previous algorithm is based on the VM’s initial resource requirement, one needs to re-opti-

mize the system energy based on dynamic resource usage after the system is stable for T time. When there were no pending
VM requests, the algorithm checks every active VM and predicts the energy consumption for the combination of this VM and
all the physical nodes on the line 6. If this search ends up with a new physical node that has the minimum energy increment
for this VM, the algorithm will move the VM to the new node. The migration process will be iterated for all the VMs.

4.3. Utilization threshold

Although classic heuristic methods to the Bin Packing problem aim at achieving the most compact placement, this prin-
ciple is not applicable in energy-aware cloud resource scheduling. Due to the non-linear characteristics of power consump-
tion in modern clouds, over-consolidation of workloads on the nodes in a data center cannot improve the energy efficiency.
On the contrary, it may lead to SLA violations, thus degrading the overall service quality. Therefore, it is necessary to manage
the degree of resource consolidation in the scheduling algorithm. In the line 11 of the Algorithm 1, it uses a threshold-based
method to regulate the resource utilization of a physical node within the specified range, to manage energy efficiency and
maintain QoS. The target utilization threshold is defined as:
ðUTupper;UTlowerÞ
The threshold interval consists of the upper and lower threshold for the resource utilization, between which a node in a
cloud data center can achieve the highest energy efficiency. To determine the thresholds, one selects the node in the cloud
with the typical hardware configurations. Then, one measures the energy consumption of the node with different utilization
rates. Finally, one selects the best point of the energy efficiency ratio as UTupper and UTlower.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between energy consumption and CPU utilization. From this figure, one can see that re-
source utilization and energy consumption is not a simple linear relationship. Moreover, there exists a point T1, when the
resource utilization rate is lower than Tl, each increment of the energy consumption of the same additional resource use
of a node is greater than the increment when the host originally utilization rate is higher than Tl. That is:

When X e (0, Tl), Y e (Tl, 1)
dE
dX

>
dE
dY
Therefore, one can determine the T1 as the lower threshold. Due to the lower threshold is obtained from the experiments,
therefore, for a different hardware configuration node, a different threshold may be used. To simplify the discussion, this
paper assumes discusses isomorphic node, rather than heterogeneous nodes, and thus the same threshold can be applied
to all the nodes. If heterogeneous nodes are used, each node needs to determine its optimal threshold.

Similarly, one can determine the upper threshold. According to the history log of utilizations of the node, one can estimate
the current deviation of the utilizations of the node. Specifically, one can use Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), for history
utilization log set X1, X2, X3, . . .,Xn, one can define the MEDu as the median of the absolute deviations of the utilization set:
MEDu ¼ medianðjXi �medianjðXjÞjÞ ð15Þ



Fig. 6. Relationship between CPU utilization and the full-system power.
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where xi, xj are elements of the utilization set, MEDu is the median of the absolute values. Thus, one defines the upper
threshold:
Table 4
Node ty

Type

CPU
Mem
Disk
Netw
UTupper ¼ 1� s�MEDu ð16Þ
The parameter s can adjust the flexibility of this method. The greater the s, the smaller the threshold, thus the operation of
the VM migration is more frequently used. Besides, If the entire cloud is in heavy tasks, UTupper and UTlower value will increase,
and vice versa.
5. Experiments and analysis

To verify the effectiveness of the BFDP, we set up two sets of simulation environments, a cloud environment with a linear
model, and another with a non-linear model. The experimental environment consists of 56–1000 computing nodes with
each node a simulated server. We built up the server model according to SuperMicro blade server. Each server node has
2 Quad-Core Intel CPU at 2.4 GHz,12 G RAM,160 GB SAS Drive,600 GB Network Storage and 1 Gbps Ethernet Card. The spe-
cific configuration and energy consumption data are as follows:

As shown in Table 4, all the nodes are homogeneous and have the same configurations. We have three types of VMs rep-
resenting three different resources requests.

The first step is to verify the accuracy of the energy model. We set up a simulation environment with 56 computing phys-
ical nodes, on which we run totally 28, 56, and 112 VMs respectively. Experiments were carried out in both Piecewise Linear
and Multivariate Non-linear energy model to compare their different impact on the accuracy of energy consumption. We
deployed two different workloads heavy and light. Then we run relevant tasks in the simulation environment and collected
the energy consumption data. The results are shown in Figs. 7–9.

From the above figures one can see that the workload has important implications for energy consumption. When the
workload is light, all the energy-aware algorithms demonstrate good performance. When the workload is heavy, the energy
consumption is higher.

As expected, the multivariate non-linear model has a significant different impact on the energy consumption from the
piecewise linear model. In all the simulation experiments, energy consumption with multivariate non-linear model is higher
than those with the piecewise linear model regardless of the workload the system has. This is expected as the original piece-
wise linear model considers the energy consumption of the CPU utilization only. However, in a cloud environment, the en-
pe and VM type.

Node–power VM

VM1 VM2 VM3

(MIPS) 2660–160 W 1500 1000 500
ory (MByte) 12,000–12 W 4096 2048 2048
(GByte) 760–24 W 50 30 30
ork (GBit/s) 1–W 1 1 1



Fig. 7. Energy consumption based on two energy models with light load.

Fig. 8. Energy consumption of DVFS resources algorithm based on two energy models with light load.

Fig. 9. Energy consumption based on two energy models with heavy loads.
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ergy contribution of the other components, especially the system memory cannot be ignored. As the new multivariate non-
linear model takes the memory’s energy into consideration, it makes the simulation more authentic.

The results also illustrate the differences among different algorithms. The DVFS-based algorithm has the higher energy
consumption under the light workload because it performs local energy saving by adjusting CPU speed in each computing
node without migrating VMs among nodes. But under heavy loads and such as more VMs, its power consumption is actually
lower than FFDR and BFDR. The reason is that in the case of heavy workload, the overall resource utilization is too high for
the FFDR and BFDR to perform effective resource consolidation to save energy. But BFDP still achieves good energy efficiency
because it does not carry out unnecessary VM migration like others.

BFDP often consumes less energy than other algorithms consume, and it also caused less issues regarding to the QoS is-
sues. Other algorithms tend to constantly migrating VMs among nodes in response to the changing workloads, thus increas-
ing the system overhead and reducing system stability. Figs. 10–12 display radar charts to show the performance of all the
algorithms in terms of energy-saving, VM migration, host shutdown, and SLA violations (see Table 5).



Fig. 10. Number of migrations, shutdowns, and SLA in light/heavy load with 28 VMs.

Fig. 11. Number of migrations, shutdowns and SLA in light/heavy load with 56 VMs.

Fig. 12. Number of migrations, shutdowns and SLA in light/heavy load with 112 VMs.

Table 5
Abbreviations in the figure.

Abbreviations in
the figure

Meaning

Light/heavy Light load/heavy load
PL Piecewise linear energy model
NLM Non-linear energy model
DVFS DVFS enabled resource scheduling

algorithm
FFDR First Fit Decreasing Resources enabled

resource scheduling algorithm
BFDR Best Fit Decreasing Resources enabled

resource scheduling algorithm
BFDP Best Fit Decreasing Power enabled resource

scheduling algorithm
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Each figure presents eight experiments in the combinations of the factors including two energy models and four resource
scheduling algorithms. All the data have been normalized to make it displayable in the same chart. On each axis in the figure,
there are four values, representing energy consumption, the number of migrations, the number of shutdowns and SLA vio-
lations. The closer the values to zero, the better the algorithms perform. Taking light NLM DVFS for example, it represents the



Fig. 13. Energy consumption of DVFS algorithm.

Fig. 14. Energy consumption of BFDP algorithm.
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experiment with the light workload, multivariate non-linear energy model, and DVFS enabled resources scheduling algo-
rithm. In this experiment, the number SLA violation is zero, the level of energy consumption is the highest, the number
of VM migrations is zero, and the number of shutdowns is medium in eight experiments. These radio charts confirm that
BFDP has the best performance in terms of efficiency but brings more SLA violation, host shutdowns and VM migrations.
In the most tests, BFDP has approximately the same amount of SLA violation as BFDR. But under the relatively light workload,
the BFDP causes slightly less SLA violation than BFDR does. It is because that BFDP sets more flexible threshold to limit the
ratio of resource consolidation, thus allowing more free resources in a computing node to avoid unnecessary VM migrations.

Large-scale data centers often runs tens of thousands of servers. The first group experiments are conducted in the sim-
ulated system with 56 nodes. In the second group experiments, the number of computing nodes is increased from 28 to
1000, and the VMs also increased from 28 to 1000 to evaluate the scalability of scheduling algorithms.

Figs. 13 and 14 display the scalability of DVFS and BFDP under both light and heavy workloads. In the case of a heavy
workload, both DVFS and BFDP show nearly the same linear growth energy consumption with increasing workload. How-
ever, in the case of light workload, BFDP has much lower incremental rate, thus demonstrating better energy performance
than DVFS. For example, when the system scale goes up to 1000 nodes and the number of VMs increased to 1000, BFDP
makes the system’s power rate at 290 kW per hour, about 1/5 of the power rate in the system regulated by DVFS, showing
significant saving.
6. Conclusion and future work

This paper describes a new simulation framework with a new energy model with a novel energy-aware resource sched-
uling algorithm.

First, this paper developed an accurate energy model based on polynomial regression with Lasso to predict energy
consumption.

Second, this paper proposed the BFDP by modifying the common used Best-Fit heuristic strategy and shifting its optimi-
zation goal from resource consolidation to power consumption.

Third, this paper extended CloudSim extensively to verify and compare energy-aware resource scheduling algorithms.
Fourth, extensive simulations reveal synergetic factors including workloads, energy models, and resource scheduling

algorithms affect the energy consumption. All the simulation data are available for public access: http://admire.nlsde.buaa.e-
du.cn/greencloud/index.html. Results demonstrate that BFDP outperforms other scheduling algorithms in terms of energy
efficiency.

http://www.admire.nlsde.buaa.edu.cn/greencloud/index.html
http://www.admire.nlsde.buaa.edu.cn/greencloud/index.html
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We introduced the mechanism of utilization thresholds in BFDP to alleviate the over-consolidation issue in the Best-Fit
strategy. The results are encouraging because BFDP creates less SLA violations than the BFDR in light workloads. More stud-
ies can be done to explore possible trade-off between resource consolidation and SLA assurance.

Our future research will include better energy models for the system components such as storage and network devices.
Currently in most energy simulation frameworks, these devices are described in a constant power model. We will examine
the energy consumption characteristic of these devices and define utilization-based power model. Furthermore, we plan to
establish a small-scale data center with more than 100 computing nodes as a test bed to study energy consumption. We will
deploy OpenStack, an open source cloud system, and implement new energy-aware resource schedulers to validate and im-
prove the accuracy of our algorithm in real applications.
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